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Compressed natural gas are the way forward for humankind, certainly with the rising fuel prices,
there is no way to go other than CNG. Of course, the advent of electric cars in the market has
created a stir but the market space right now is for the compressed natural gas.

The one important thing that you need to be careful about is to get the conversion kit fitted from an
authorized dealer only. This nullifies any chance whatsoever for a mishap or a cylinder burst. This
happens sometimes in the case, when a cylinder is fitted by untrained technicians.

Natural gas is the cleanest fuel of all when used and the less-pollution aspect of the cng in
comparison to the petrol-run vehicles makes the former reign supreme over the latter. Also the
prices of oil are in no way going to be down any sooner and this not only digs a hole in the monthly
budget but puts of all the vacation and outing plans. But with compressed natural gas fitted inn your
vehicle you need not bother about the money spent, as the natural gas is far less expensive in
comparison with the oil.

Also, oil will run out of stock in years to come and then humanity will have to depend on the natural
gas and electric run vehicles.

While talking of natural gas run vehicles they obviously have a disadvantage in the performance and
speed factor. But then the rising oil rates will surely win the day for CNG.

Also, the maintenance cost of the natural gas fitted cars is less. This happens due to the fact that
CNG is a clean burning fuel and there is less chance of any carbon deposit in the CNG cylinder, and
hence no wears and tears.
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For more information on a cng cylinder, check out the info available online at
http://www.americancng.com/cylindersAccessories.html
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